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A New Holistic Approach to MSME Development
Failing to plan is planning to fail.
This familiar adage captures the root objective of one
of PCLEDO’s new programs last 2019 – Biz iCREATE
(Cavite’s Responsible Entrepreneurs Aiming Towards
Economic Sustainability). Inspired by the idea of a
service that will impart technical know-how and mentorship to startups, it was conceptualized with the help
of Dr. Aldrin Antivola, one Cavite’s most sought-after
business consultants. It aims to help the participants
learn the nitty-gritty of starting and running a business
by equipping them to create a proper business plan,
which will be their guide in growing their ventures.
PCLEDO envisions Biz iCREATE to serve as a springboard program which will help educate, inspire, and
eventually propel them to growth, both economically
and socially.
The Biz iCREATE Program consists of five whole-day
intensive learning sessions where the participants
where taught about mindset, business models, various
technical skills (such as business management, marketing, communication, etc.), and strategic business
planning. Dr. Antivola, with the help of his associate
guest coaches, mentors the participants as they draw
their respective business plans. As a culminating
activity, each participant presents his/her completed
business plan to a panel of coaches. After the

presentations, a graduation ceremony is held at the
Ceremonial Hall of the Capitol Building.
In 2019, two batches finished the course: the first
composed of startup entrepreneurs, while the second,
of members and officers of Pag-Asa Youth Association of the Philippines (PYAP) Cavite Chapter.
Right after the program’s launch on April 2, 2019, the
first batch of Biz iCREATE entreps immediately commenced training on the same day and undergone
subsequent sessions on April 23, April 30, and May 2.
Their business plan presentations and graduation
ceremony were held on May 28 with the presence of
guest coaches: Ms. Greziel M. Baylosis, Mr. Zandro
M. Catacutan, Mr. Allan G. Reclusado, Mr. Ashley C.
Espino and Mr. Rico Chavez of DTI Cavite..
(Cont’d on page 13)

(from page 1) …
After the success of Biz iCREATE with its first batch,
PCLEDO partnered with World Vision Foundation
(WVI), and the Provincial Social Welfare and Development Office (PSWDO) for the program’s second run,
this time for the benefit of the youth sector. The class
was divided into groups representing their respective
municipalities so that come implementation of their
business plans, it will be more practical and feasible for
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Elevating Cooperativism thru the
Cavite Cooperative Month Celebration

Cooperative Month
Celebration 2019
Opening Salvo | October 4, 2019
“Kooperatiba tungo sa Patuloy na
Pagtataguyod ng Matatag, Maginhawa
at Panatag na Buhay mula sa
Komunidad tungo sa Sambayanan”

A

bout 2,475 Provincial, Municipal and City Cooperative
Development Council officers and members convened in
the celebration of Cavite Cooperative Month with this
year’s theme “Kooperatiba tungo sa Patuloy na Pagtataguyod ng Matatag, Maginhawa at Panatag na Buhay mula sa
Komunidad Tungo sa Sambayanan” on October 04, 2019 at the
Provincial Gymnasium in Trece Martires City. The event aims to
intensify awareness in promoting the significance of cooperatives
in uplifting the lives of its members which conveys a great impact
on economic growth and development.
Co-op color Zumba signaled the kick-off activity followed with the
parade of MCDC, CCDC and other partner agencies. A bloodletting activity was also done as part of the cooperators’ corporate
social responsibility. A trade fair and exhibit was also held to
showcase local products and delicacies of the province.
Provincial Administrator for Community Affairs Mr. Alvin S. Mojica
confidently assured the attendees of the local government’s full
support for the cooperative movement to further develop a strong
and well-established organization. On behalf of Cavite PCDC
Chairperson Fr. Arturo Joseph M. Balagat, PCDC Vice Chair Ms.
Ma. Teresa Daño expressed her gratefulness to everyone who
has been part of the success of the program. Likewise, Chairman
Emeritus of Cavite PCDC Mr. Rodrigo M. Camia, Trece Martires
City Mayor Gemma Lubigan, Vice Mayor Bobby Montehermoso
and other local officials also echoed messages of support to cooperatives.
Meanwhile, Senator Francis N. Tolentino who was the keynote
speaker encouraged the attendees to formulate new ideas as he
shared some techniques on how to enhance or innovate their
existing products. He also guaranteed everyone that he will represent their voice in providing the coop needs and interests.
Highlight of the program was the announcement of winners for
various activities. CO-Oplympics category was composed of
Caterpillar Walk which was won by Amadeo Co-op(1st Place) and
Rosario MCDC (2nd place); Tug-of-War winners consisted of Alfonso MCDC (1st Place), Silang MCDC (2nd Place) and Amadeo
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COOP (3rd Place); Group Relay winners comprised of Silang
MCDC (1st Place), Tanza MCDC (2nd Place) and Imus CCDC
(3rd place) and KOOPera o Kahon which was played by Ms. Lilibeth A. Manzano of General Trias CCDC. Meanwhile, Ms. Emma
Villanueva and Mr. Arnold Bayot, both from Amadeo Co-op, received the Best in Zumba Costume and Best in Zumba Dance
awards respectively.
Co-op Fashion Show was also showcased as Amadeo Co-op
representatives were hailed as the over-all champion followed by
General Emilio Aguinaldo MCDC, Carmona MCDC and Tagaytay
CCDC. Winners of the Biggest Delegation were awarded to Bacoor CCDC (1st Place), Imus CCDC (2nd Place) and General
Mariano Alvarez MCDC (3rd Place).
First District Board Member Rommel R. Enriquez, SP Chair, Committee on Cooperatives also graced the program and ensured the
support of the provincial government on the creation and implementation of cooperative plans and programs. Provincial Cooperative, Livelihood and Entrepreneurial Development Office
(PCLEDO) Officer-in-Charge Atty. Khervy B. Reyes delivered his
words of challenge motivating every participant to work hand in
hand in encouraging other people to join and experience the positive changes that cooperatives can bring into their lives and to the
community.
The event was made possible thru the effort of the Provincial Cooperative, Livelihood and Entrepreneurial Development Office
(PCLEDO) in collaboration with the Provincial Cooperative Development Council (PCDC) and Cooperative Development Authority
(CDA). -- Julie Anne Rolle
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Resilient Cooperatives Towards
Business Continuity

S

trengthening cooperatives in the province through capacity building was the focus of the 7th Cooperative Leaders Conference held on October 25, 2019 at Alta D’Tagaytay in Barangay Iruhin East, Tagaytay City. Sharing the huge success of the event were around 300 cooperative leaders in Cavite who
convened as part of this year’s co-op month celebration bannering the theme “Business Resiliency: The
Next Evolutionary Phase of Business Continuity,”
With a powerful story of wisdom, Board Member Rommel Enriquez, Sangguinang Panlalawigan Chairperson of
the Committee on Cooperatives welcomed guests, resource speakers and participants telling everyone that the
future of a cooperative depends on its management. Likewise, Provincial Cooperative Development Council
(PCDC) Chairperson, Fr. Arturo Balagat together with PCDC Chairman Emeritus Ka Rodrigo Camia delivered
their opening message, with inspiring stories of almost 40 years of dedicated service to co-op highlighting the
value of social responsibility while leading the success of cooperatives.
Meanwhile, on behalf of Governor Jonvic Remulla, Provincial Administrator for Community Affairs Mr. Alvin Mojica pledged commitment to the programs of cooperatives and thanked the co-op leaders for their continued
support through participation to various activities being led by the Provincial Cooperative, Livelihood and Entrepreneurial Development Office (PCLEDO) headed by Atty. Khervy Reyes.
Topics concerning business continuity management and related concepts filled the whole-day event of co-op
leaders who are very eager to learn and become resilient to achieve their goals.
Prior to the lecture and discussion proper, Cooperative Development Authority (CDA) Region IV-A Director Salvador Valeroso took the opportunity to present the 2018-2022 Philippine Cooperative Development Plan, expounding its overview, vision, goals and underlying principles. Also, in his words of encouragement, Director
Valeroso shared a famous quote that says, “To accomplish great things, we must not only act, but also dream;
not only plan, but also believe,” adding that great leaders provide a more conducive co-op environment.
Further learnings and motivation were shared by experts on cooperativism including Mr. Bon Ian De La Roca,
Asst. VP for Returns of Sorosoro Ibaba Development Cooperative, who also delivered the keynote speech on
behalf of AGAP Partylist Representative Rico Geron; Director Diosdado Waña of the Center for Humanitarian
Learning and Innovation; and Mr. Mark Cervantes, a National Disaster Risk Reduction and Climate Change
Adaptation Specialist from the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations.
The talks helped participants better understand business continuity management to minimize economic losses
and stay in the market for the benefit of every member of the co-op. They wanted co-op leaders to realize that
low organizational leadership capacity equates to higher the risks, hence, the need to have strong internal control mechanism that will win the confidence of members.
In addition, General Manager Maria Jennet Avecilla of Bacoor City’s Bagong Silang II Multi-Purpose Cooperative shared their coop’s best practices starting off with their milestone journey. Ms. Avecilla emphasized how
transparency and good record-keeping made them survive challenges, reminding co-op leaders like her the
value of integrity in handling finances.
Words of challenge from the Department of Trade and Industry-Cavite Provincial Director Noly Guevara aptly
wrapped up the conference. Director Guevara asked for every co-op leader’s application of the learnings and
capacities they have developed in attaining the vision and mission of their respective cooperatives.
The event continued with the Gabi ng KOOParangal 2019, which highlighted cooperative excellence and gave
wider recognition to co-op leaders. Among the awards granted were The Most Promising Cooperative, Best in
Assets, Best Co-op in Micro, Small and Medium-scale Category, Most Diversified, and Most Participative Local
Co-op Development Officer and other special citations. Cash incentives from Senator Francis Tolentino and
Governor Jonvic Remulla were also presented to selected awardees. The AVP message of Cooperative Development Authority Chair Orlando Ravanera equally inspired co-op awardees, congratulating the province’s efforts in developing champion cooperatives.

--Rochelle D. Bawalan
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Cavite Cooperative Statistics

C

avite, aside from being the Historical Capital of the
Philippines, is not far from being the Cooperative Capital of the country, too! Based on our most recent comprehensive cooperative data bank (December 31,
2018), there are 275 registered coops. From this total, 230 are
reported to be in good standing and have secured a certificate
of compliance from the Cooperative Development Authority
(CDA).
There are eight districts in the province of Cavite. Large number
of operating co-ops are from District 5 (Carmona, Silang, and
GMA), followed by District 8 which covers eight (8) localities.
On the other hand, District 1, comprised of Cavite City, Kawit,
Noveleta and Rosario, has the least number of operating cooperatives

Cooperative Diversity
Figure 2 shows the types of cooperatives in the province. Majority are multi-purpose co-ops doing more than
two businesses at the same time. Next to multi-purpose
is the service-type co-op, followed by credit and then
consumer-type. Listing in single-digits are producers,
marketing, agriculture, housing, federation, and union
types of cooperative.

Financial Aspect
Still based on most recent data, Cavite co-ops’ total assets reached Php 5.5 million, whereas total paid up capital amounts to Php 2.3 million. In addition, total volume
of transactions is Php 4.5 billion. Of this amount, Php 2.8
billion represents total amount of loans granted to members. Total membership is around 100,462.
Top Performers
The table below reflects how many cooperatives from Cavite’s 8 Districts made it to the Top 25 Ranking of Primary
Cooperatives based on Total Assets, Paid-up Capital, Volume of Business, Net Surplus and Membership:

-- Jacquilyn V. Lara
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Cooperative Division
Accomplishment Report 2019

E

very year, PCLEDO’s Cooperative Division thru its
Cooperative Development Specialists (CDSs)
roam around the province to visit primary cooperatives that need assistance in their compliance to
the Cooperative Development Authority’s (CDA) reportorial
requirements. For this year, 79 micro and small primary
cooperatives delightedly welcomed these CDSs to assist
them in diagnosing areas that need compliance and improvements in operation. For every finding, there is an appropriate recommendation and proposed action to be taken.
Strengthening our cooperatives is the primary objective of
this program.
Strong foundation starts with continuous quality education –

Management Advisory Services (MAS)

Secretarial Seminar for Cooperatives

Cooperative Management & Governance Workshop

this is one of the guiding principles being lived by the cooperative leaders. Thus, the Cooperative Division never stops
to capacitate co-op officers. This year, the office launched PCLEDO’s Ladderized Training for Cooperatives (LTC) to
upgrade the officers’ knowledge and skills through a series of seminars aside from compliance with CDA mandatory
training requirement. For 2019, the LTC focused on overseeing management of financial resources. Listed below are
the capacity building activities as well as requested trainings delivered in 2019:
Forty-five (45) cooperatives were given a total of Php 960,000.00 cash subsidy which were used as additional capital or
financial support aimed to improve their operations, benefit their members and serve the communities where they belong.
Capacity Building Activity
Investment Forum
Ladderized Training for Cooperatives (LTC):
Basic Accounting for Non Accountants
Financial Management Seminar
Risk Management Seminar
Credit and Collection Seminar
Investment and Business Opportunities
Forum Part 2
KOOPihan (A Forum for Transport Cooperative)

Number of
Attendees

Cooperative Training

Number of Attendees

44 pax; 26 co-ops
56 pax; 47 co-ops
29 pax; 36 co-ops
35 pax; 30 co-ops
58 pax; 40 co-ops
230 pax; 82 co-ops
90 pax; 49 co-ops

Secretarial Seminar for Cooperatives

62 pax; 62 co-ops

GAD Seminar for Cooperatives

48 pax; 30 co-ops

Credit Management Seminar

42 pax; 13 co-ops

Fundamentals of Cooperative

317 pax; 58 co-ops

Cooperative Management and
Governance

79 pax; 2 co-ops

Policy Development Seminar

68 pax; 21 co-ops

-- Jacquilyn V. Lara
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2019 Forum on Barangay Livelihood and
Enterprise Development (B-LED) capacitates
Mendez and Maragondon

T

he Forum on B-LED was held with the aim to
capacitate barangay officials and officers on
livelihood and enterprise development for their
own barangays. This year, two municipalities
were selected as beneficiaries of the program: Mendez-Nuñez and Magallanes. Forum on B-LED for
Mendez-Nuñez was conducted on November 28 at
the Ceremonial Hall which was attended by all its
twenty-four (24) barangay while Forum on B-LED for
Magallanes was conducted on December 5 at the
Sangguniang Panlalawigan Session Hall which was
attended by all its sixteen (16) barangays.

B-LED sessions for barangay officials of Mendez-Nuñez (above,) and Magallanes (below).

Provincial Administrator for Community Affairs Mr.
Alvin S. Mojica and SP Committee Chair on Cooperatives and Rural Development Board Member Romel
R. Enriquez gave their messages during the event
highlighting the support of the Provicnial Government
of Cavite towards this endeavor.

Morning session mainly focused on the programs and
services of partner national agencies on livelihood and
enterprise development in the province. The program
consists of presentations from DILG-Cavite who presented creation of the Barangay Development Council
(BDC) and how to allocate funds for livelihood and
enterprise development. The Department of Trade
and Industry (DTI) discussed Negosyo Serbisyo sa Barangay and presented the following programs and services Negosyo Center (24),
BMBE Act, Shared Service Facility (SSF), Market Development Program, Kapatid Mentor Me, BEAMS, SMERA, OTOP Next Gen, Industry Cluster, P3 and Juana Make a Mark. DTI also relayed that industry priority are as follows: coffee, cacao, bamboo, processed fruit,
wearables. The Department of Labor and Employment (DOLE)-Cavite explained the DOLE Integrated Livelihood and Emergency Employment Program (DILEEP) wherein funding support can be accessed by groups/ organizations for their livelihood projects and assistance to displaced workers through the DILP and TUPAD. The Technical Education and Skills Development Authority (TESDA) – Cavite
specified the various training programs being given by the agency including the Community-Based Training Program and various scholarship programs available.
In the afternoon, the Office of the Provincial Agriculturist (OPA) also presented programs and services for agripreneurs while PCLEDO
aside from its programs and services also gave lectures on Business Opportunities and Trends, and How to Start a Livelihood Project
including Cooperatives as Partners in Community Development.
During the open forum, attendees were participative and resource persons answered all their queries and gave solutions to the raised
concerns. Both two events were given an evaluation rating of 95% by 102 and 61 participants respectively for Mendez-Nuñez and
Magallanes.
—Sheryll H. Loyola

Prov. Admin. (Community Aﬀairs) ‐ Mr. Alvin S. Mojica; DTI ‐ Ms. Juliet Salvacion; DOST ‐ Provincial Director Engr. Raul D. Castañeda; DOLE ‐ Mr. Ricky Mar n Velasco; TESDA ‐ Ms. Rowena Nomio

TESDA‐ Ms. Jenelyn Dino; OPA ‐ Mr. Reynato Rozul and Ms. Lourdes Janohan; and PCLEDO – Ms. Liza Gabatan and Ms. Sheryll Loyola.
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Livelihood Division
Accomplishment Report 2019

T

he Livelihood Division was jampacked with both community-based and in-house undertakings this 2019. As per collated data, a
total of 147 activities were carried out for the benefit of at least 2,436 individuals and 7 organizations who directly received services rendered by this Division. In summary, one (1) Livelihood Enhancement and Development (LEAD) for Communities event
was implemented; three (3) organizations were assisted on Funding Access to a total Php 1,814,450; eight (8) documents were
completed and submitted to DOLE under Technical Assistance; two (2) Barangay Livelihood and Enterprise Development seminars, thirtyone (31) Community Capability Development Seminars with an average rating of 97%, and one hundred two (102) Livelihood On-the-Go
sessions with an average rating of 98% were conducted.
Below are the graphical representations of the accomplishments of the Livelihood Division:
Livelihood Enhancement and Development (LEAD) Program

Figure 1. Summary of Livelihood On-the-Go Seminars conducted in 2019

Figure 2. Summary of CCD Seminars conducted in 2019

PCLEDO provided Cavite Products Livelihood kits through
the LEAD Program on December 18, 2019 to fifteen (15)
beneficiaries who are from groups and associations registered to DOLE through PCLEDO and Centro Filipino for Returning Migrants:
 Urban poor groups
 Binakayan-Aplaya Livelihood Association
 Kapit-Bisig Tropical Livelihood Association
 Sunshine Ville Livelihood Association
 Centro Filipino for Returning Migrants

Figure 3. Livelihood On-the-Go distribution by Topic

CCDS sessions: Community-based (above) and In-house (below)

Mr. Alvin Mojica during the LEAD session at CaCoDeC

Awarding of Funding Access

Beneficiaries of livelihood kits during the LEAD Program awarding ceremony

In-House LOG for Team PCLEDO

Livelihood On-the-Go (Meat Processing)
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6TH Cavite MSMEs Biz Con primes
Entrepreneurs on Digitalization

C

avite micro, small and medium enterprises gathered in the 6th MSMEs Business Conference organized by the
Provincial Cooperative, Livelihood and Entrepreneurial Development Office in partnership with the Cavite SME
Development Council and DTI-Cavite on November 29, 2019 at The Bayleaf Cavite in the City of Gen. Trias.
This year’s theme, Digitalization: A Cutting-Edge Approach to MSME Development aims to empower Cavite
Entrepreneurs to maximize the use of the digital platform in their business management and operation.
Atty. Khervy B. Reyes, OIC-PCLEDO, opened the conference proper with enthusiasm as he shared the provincial government’s programs for Cavite MSMEs with emphasis on would-be entrepreneurs – college students, and soon, senior
high schools as a strategy to develop a business mindset among the young generation by investing in upscaling skills in
entrepreneurial management. CasMEDC Chair Teresita Leabres encouraged MSMEs to keep abreast with technology
– the internet and social media as an open source of information and market for business endeavors.
On behalf of Governor Jonvic Remulla, 7th District Board Member Ping Remulla delivered his message congratulating
the Cavite MSMEs and assuring the provincial government’s unwavering commitment to support their growth and development as contributors to the province’s progress.

DigitalizaƟon is a key enabler and
equalizer between big businesses
and MSMEs.
‐ Sec. Ramon M. Lopez, DTI

Serving as keynote speaker in the event was no less than the Secretary of the Department of Trade and Industry, Mr.
Ramon M. Lopez who shared the President’s order to help small enterprises and strictly no corruption. He said that digitalization is a key enabler and an equalizer between big businesses and MSMEs adding that now is a good time to start
a business in the Philippines with the support of the national government through policies and legislations as well as the
programs of their department to help MSMEs like the Kapatid, Mentor Me and the Pondo sa Pagbabago at Pag-asenso.
With Cavite being the hub of big companies, he encouraged the MSMEs to look for new business ideas and become
part of the value chain.
Motivational Speaker and Entrep Champ Paulo Tibig talked about how entrepreneurs can grow their businesses starting
with attitude and behavior shift to capitalize on digitalization and maximize social media use. Online presence has its
benefits for businesses as it opens new contact channels, generate feedback, leads to better decision-making, improves
efficiency and productivity, encourage innovation and other value-adding gains.

BM Crispin Diego Remulla (7th District)
delivers his message during the BizCon

Digital Marketing for MSMEs, success stories of MSMEs achieved through digitalization highlighting the opportunities and challenges in using the
digital platform were also among the insights shared during the conference.
-- Eve Reyes

Resource Speakers #EntrepChamp Mr. Paulo M. Tibig (left) and Digital Marketing guru
Mr. Jeremiah Balan (right) engage the audience with their insightful presentations.
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Panelists (L-R) Mr. Lorenzo Dupa, Mr. Manny Pascual, Ms. Vilma Lastimado, and Ms. Chriz Valdez share
their success stories in the forum moderated by Mr. Pete Dumana (rightmost).
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2ND Cavite Business Expo:
Future-Proofing MSMEs
Catering, Forrent and Food Chow; Mr. Johner Fernandez, President
and CEO of Life with A Plus Learning Resources Inc. and JE Fernandez Publishing House, plus representatives from Pinoy BiznetCyber Optimus Philippines, Inc.; First Circle Financial Technologies,
Union Bank Global Linker, ROC.ph and PNB Bayad Connect. Everyone provided useful tips to expand business opportunities while
sharing true success stories of each business.
Participants were moved by the story of Mr. Joey Espiritu who started in the industry as a small entrepreneur doing decorative balloonmaking business for party needs and different occasion. Mr. Espiritu
shared some guidelines on how to identify business opportunities,
saying that for every problem, the mind of entrepreneurs always
work best, being able to think of creative ways on how to turn prob(DTI Cavite PD) Mr. Noly Guevara, (Prov. Admin. For Community Affairs) Mr. Alvin S. Mojica, (DTI USec) Ms. Zenaida Maglaya,
lems into profit. He cited wedding as the best example where vari(PCLEDO Entrep. Div. Head) Ms. Liza Gabatan, (DTI Cavite BDD Head) Ms. Revelyn Cortez &
(PCLEDO OIC) Atty. Khervy Reyes open the 2nd Cavite Business Expo
ous suppliers can enter into, such as food catering, bridal cars, tables and chairs, flowers, souvenirs, hair and makeup, lights and
n its thrust to raise the quality of life of Caviteños and contribute sounds, tents, fireworks, and many other needs and demands of
to the nation’s economic progress, the provincial government of couples.
Cavite thru the Provincial Cooperative, Livelihood and Entrepre- In addition to the opportunities and trends, Mr. Johner Fernandez
neurial Development Office (PCLEDO) in collaboration with DTI- provided some of the best marketing practices that can help boost
Cavite, and the Cavite Small and Medium Enterprises Development the business. He discussed the proper mindset entrepreneurs must
Council (CaSMEDC), conducted the Cavite Business Expo 2019 on possess in order to keep up with the global economy. Mr. FernanJune 21, 2019 at the Tagaytay International Convention Center in
dez also highlighted different stages in business proven to be effecTagaytay City.
tive in its management, including the Set-up Stage for Birth Plan,
Start-up for Business Plan and Step-up for the Boost Plan. He adUndersecretary Zenaida Maglaya of DTI-IV-A, Regional Operations
Learning sessions were held in front simultaneously with the Business Expo at the back portion of the
Group led the ribbon-cutting ceremony that officially opened the
venue where suppliers offer various business solutions to MSMEs
business expo, trade fair and exhibit. Usec. Maglaya was joined by
DTI-Cavite Director Noly Guevara, PCLEDO Officer-in-Charge Atty.
Khervy Reyes, Provincial Administrator for Community Affairs Mr.
Alvin Mojica, DTI-Cavite Business Development Division Chief
Revelyn Cortez and PCLEDO Entrep Division Head Ms. Liza
Gabatan.

I

Entrepreneurs in Cavite who gathered for one of the biggest affairs
to capacitate them under the banner “Future-Proof MSMEs: Converging Stakeholder for Inclusive Growth” were welcomed by Provincial Administrator for Community Affairs Mr. Alvin Mojica who
also delivered an inspiring message on behalf of Governor Boying
Remulla.
Meanwhile, in her keynote speech, Usec. Maglaya told Caviteños
how fortunate they are to have a total of 24 DTI Negosyo Centers in
the province to assist MSMEs and would-be entrepreneurs. She
also disclosed that the agency is also preparing to put up same centers in the barangay level and bring free services closer to those
interested in starting their own business. Usec. Maglaya was proud
to know that Director Guevara has already committed to start right
away, targeting around 35 barangays as pilot for the Negosyo Serbisyo sa Barangay program.

vised participants to be patient and understand the principles every
entrepreneur need to undertake.

Words of challenge from PCDC Chairman Emeritus Rodrigo “Ka
Rodring” Camia and DTI-Cavite Director Noly Guevara also made
an impact to the participants. A message of appreciation to resource
speakers who provided the how’s of entrepreneurship, as well as to
the participants, guests and exhibitors who contributed to the success of the 2019 Cavite Business Expo by Atty. Khervy Reyes conThe program continued with the overview of the activity by PCLEDO cluded the event.
---Rochelle V. Dones-Bawalan
Entrepreneurial Division Head, Ms. Liza Gabatan and with the
presentation of the Biz iCREATE graduates to further motivate participants to pursue their dreams. Biz iCREATE stands for Cavite’s
Responsible Entrepreneurs Aiming Toward Economic sustainability,
a progressive training designed to reach out to entrepreneurs and
cultivate in them the proper mindset for ease of managing business.
Among the resource speakers who helped PCLEDO and the provincial government capacitate entrepreneurs and improve their business skills were Mr. Joey Espiritu, Owner of Tent King, Manang A’s
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Young Aspiring Entrepreneurs
of Cavite join CESC 2019

A

total of eight hundred fifty-five students of entrepreneurship and business-related courses from twenty-seven colleges and universities
convened at the Provincial Gymnasium in Trece Martires City on September 24, 2019 to take part in Cavite Entrepreneurship Student
Conference (CESC) 2019 with the theme, “Entrepreneurial Mindset: Building Future Entrepreneurs”. The event provided opportunities for
the young learners to enhance their knowledge and skills from the useful insights of successful entrepreneurs that will help them in starting and managing a business.
Governor Juanito Victor C. Remulla graced the program and shared updates on welcoming year 2020 with the installation of free WIFI
connection available in all parts of the province believing that it can help students to gain business information, meet connections, develop and sell
their products and services. He also mentioned that about 60 million passengers are expected to come in and out of the province every year after
the construction of the International Airport in Sangley Point, Cavite City which will provide business and job opportunities to Caviteños.
Likewise, Department of Trade and Industry- CALABARZON Regional Director Marilou G. Quinco-Toledo emphasized in her message
the positive impact of proper application of 7 Ms of Entrepreneurship which stands for Mindset, Mastery, Mentoring, Market, Machinery, Money

and Business Model to attain entrepreneurial success and inclusive economic growth. She encouraged the partakers to put up their own business
and guaranteed them of the department’s assistance all throughout their entrepreneurial journey.
In order to prepare and guide aspirants in taking their entrepreneurial path, Chief Executive Officer and President of VCargo Worldwide,
author and EntrepChamp, Mr. Paulo M. Tibig, who served as the guest speaker, elaborated the topic on “The Entrepreneurial Mindset: Building
Future Entrepreneurs”. During his talk, he pointed out the Filipino mentality which should not be followed - the “Ningas Cogon”, considering it as
the hindrance of all hindrances. Mr. Tibig that in order to succeed, everything should be managed well. He ended up his discussion quoting,
“Mahirap maging mahirap lalo na kung wala kang gagawin para umahon sa hirap”.
Also part of the program was the forum wherein participants had great interactions with successful Caviteño entrepreneurs. Panelists
were Owner of Aqua 4A & Reclusado Marketing Mr. Allan Reclusado, Owner of RGER Services Ms. Greziel Baylosis, Owner of Precious
Knowledge Training Center Ms. Angelina San Pedro and Owner of Mayumi Organics Ms. Angelica U. Chongco who all shared insights on how to
provide quality services, how they handled competitors and how to generate new ideas to meet the needs of the market.
Highlight of the event are the EntrePop Quiz won by Ms. Christy Aguirre of Cavite State University (CVSU)-Trece, Mr. Louie John Gragas of Polytechnic University of the Philippines (PUP)- Maragondon and Mr. Rainier Tatad of Western Colleges, and the Search for the Most
Promising Product. Abioza Feeds of St. Dominic College of Asia was hailed as the overall champion followed by La Verdura Pasta (Vegetable
Pasta) of PUP-Maragondon and The Project Bamboo of CVSU- Bacoor who got the 1st and 2nd place, respectively.
In closing, Fifth District Board Member Atty. Alston Kevin Anarna, Chair of the Committee on Commerce, Trade and Industry, reminded
the students that schools and courses will not define the future but rather having a strong determination will drive them more in reaching their goal.
And to motivate them more, he gave away a surprise cash incentive to be used for starting up a business which was received by Ms. Liza Mie
Busante of CVSU- Trece and Ms. Charisma Lomat of LPU- Cavite.
The whole day event was made possible through the combined efforts of PCLEDO and Cavite Young Leaders for Entrepreneurship
(CYLE).
-- Julie Anne L. Rolle
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2019 YEAR ENDER

Entrep Students Caravan rolls out to
ABM Senior High Schools

B

ased on current statistics, micro,
small and medium enterprises still
comprise 99% of businesses in the
country.
Undoubtedly, this huge
chunk has a very significant impact to our
economy and to the community. MSMEs facilitate exchange of goods and services, create
employment, and ensure continuous flow of
economic activities. The more entrepreneurs,
the better. So, how do we produce more entrepreneurs in the province? Start ‘em young!
Evident in his administration’s various efforts
towards youth development, Governor Jonvic
Remulla advocates reaching out to the younger generation and encouraging them to excel
in their chosen field.
Hence, this 2019,
PCLEDO adapts to the changes in the educational system and takes advantage of the
students’ inclination to the Accountancy, Business, and Management (ABM) Track in senior
high school.
The Cavite Entrepreneurship Students Caravan, another new program of PCLEDO, was
launched in August 23 to 478 ABM students
of Trece Martires City Senior High School, at

the Provincial Gymnasium in Trece Martires
City. The second and third runs were held at
Emilio Aguinaldo College gym on August 29,
and Lyceum of the Philippines University auditorium on October 17, respectively, for the
benefit of 972 ABM students in total.
Being an entrepreneur has its rewards and
challenges. You get to be your own boss,
earn from your investment, learn along the
way, influence other people, be of service to
others, and achieve a sense of self-fulfillment.
On the other hand, one should be willing to
take risks, get out of her comfort zone, continually learn from mistakes, and be not afraid to

the members of the groups to work together.

try and fall. Through his clear, motivating, and
entertaining presentation, Mr. Paulo Tibig,
#EntrepChamp, best-selling author, awardwinning businessperson, and main speaker of
the Caravan, helped the students appreciate
and consider the pros and cons of entrepreneurship as a career. Working around the
theme Entrepreneurial Mindset: First Step
Towards Success, he was able to inspire the
students to reflect on their strengths, evaluate
themselves, and think as entrepreneurs.
The Caravan also served as an opportunity to
promote PCLEDO’s services among the students and to raise awareness on the PGC’s
advocacy for sustainable development
through entrepreneurship.
—LLRodriguez

na, Ms. Angelina San Pedro.
Other organizations such as the Provincial Youth and Sports Development Office (PYSDO), Union of Enterprising Cooperatives (UNECO) and
the Sangguniang Kabataan Provincial Federation (SKPF) also took part in
Biz iCREATE’s second run.
PCLEDO is continually assisting the alumni of the first two batches of the
program through the department’s marketing assistance and linkages with
both private and government instrumentalities. Biz iCREATE will be implemented again this 2020 to benefit more entrepreneurs and enterprising
cooperatives as well.

Atty. Khervy B. Reyes, PCLEDO OIC, welcomes Biz iCREATE’s Batch 1 participants on their
first training day at the Cavite Cooperative Development Center (CaCoDeC).

During their business plan preparation, they were coached by Mr. Allan
Reclusado, Mr. Zandro Zamora, Mr. Michael Bacanto, and Batch 1 alum-

Batch 2’s Maragondon Group B presents their business plan on pickled mushroom
production to panelists Ms. San Pedro, Mr. Reclusado and Mr. Chua
—LLRodriguez

Batch 1 Alumna, Ms. Angelina San Pedro, coaches young aspiring entrepreneurs from
Ternate during their business plan preparation.
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ENTREPRENEURIAL DIVISION
Accomplishment Report 2019

T

he Entrepreneurial Division
continually extends services to
MSMEs through the implementation of major advocacy activities, provision of technical assistance,
developmental training, and marketing
assistance. The table on the right
shows the summary of accomplishments of this Division .
A total of seventeen (17) sessions of
Entrepreneurial seminars were given,
wherein 544 individuals benefitted. A
summary of data on Entrep Seminars is
shown in Figure 1.
Aggregate sales from trade fairs conducted, both sponsored and requested,
amounted to Php 843,204, with those
conducted in March garnering the highest sales, as shown in Figure 2 below.
In addition to the trade fairs, product
sales in the Cavite Products Display
Center also helped MSMEs gain a total
of Php 129,255 additional sales. this
year.

Figure 1. Overview of data on Entrepreneurial Seminars conducted in 2019

Ms. Gabatan conducts an Entrep Seminar in Kawit.
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Figure 2. Overview of data on Trade Fairs conducted in 2019

Trade fair & exhibit at The Ark by Union Bank in Makati features products of
Biz iCREATE Batch 1 alumni.

Ms. Gerona (left) submits her product to Ms. Aggangan of DOST for
luation during the Product Clinic.

2019 YEAR ENDER

Administrative Division
Accomplishment Report 2019

2019

was a busy year for PCLEDO employees. Programs implemented for clients this year were aligned with the 2020 agenda
on Sustainable Development Goals of the UN and the developmental thrusts of the national and the provincial government.
The projects and activities are also geared to strengthen the Cavite Go Biz program wherein Caviteños are encouraged to engaged in
enterprising activities, with support services coming from all three divisions of the office. Meanwhile, the Administrative Division ensured
that every member of the team has undergone needed capacity-building interventions to keep everyone properly equipped and motivated to accomplish tasks and meet targets.
PCLEDO’s Three-tier Approach
Toclong 1st Multi-purpose Cooperative was this year’s recipient of PCLEDO’s three-tier approach, wherein all divisions shall deliver to a
single entity various services that will significantly help its growth. Toclong 1st MPC received financial assistance (cash subsidy) and
Management Advisory Services from the Cooperative Division. The Livelihood Division provided technical assistance in terms of preparation of Toclong’s project proposal submitted to DOLE and marketing assistance through the LEAD Program. Label and promotional
materials design assistance and Good Manufacturing Practices awareness seminar was provided by the Entrepreneurial Division.
HRIs: CapDev and Motivational Tools
A total of twenty-two (22) different training sessions were attended by
PCLEDO staff in 2019. All twenty-seven employees were able to undergo at least two training sessions, depending on their needs as assessed by the Admin Division based on Individual Development Plans
(IDPs). Most training sessions were technical in nature and has helped
substantially in making task completion more systematic and efficient.
Other types of training were foundational, managerial, and supervisory.
The chart on the right shows a summary of the trainings implemented
for PCLEDO employees this year.
Aside from training, Team PCLEDO also participated in PGC’s activities
such as earthquake drill, Sama-Summer Outing, physical fitness initiatives, monthly theme celebration, year-end gathering/Christmas party,

and others.

Client Feedback remains high in 2019
With motivated and properly equipped staff, services delivered by
PCLEDO consistently complies with ISO 9001:2015 standards. To validate the quality of services received by the clients, a feedback mechanism is employed to evaluate their overall experience, as well as to
gather comments and suggestions for further service delivery improvement. The chart on the right shows the ratings gathered as of December 2019. An average of 98% was noted, with the highest rating, 100%,
recorded in January, while the lowest, 96.41%, in October.

—MPCuadra
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